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How long is a giraffe’s tongue?
18 inches and it helps the animal eat
up to 75 pounds of browse a day!
What is a warthog’s top speed? 30 mph
How many muscles are in an
elephant’s trunk? Over 100,000
What are the 5 WPA buildings
on grounds? Reptile House,
Aquarium, Amphitheatre,
Museum of Science and Aviary
What color are the feathers of a newly
hatched penguin? Slate blue- gray
What is the largest species of
pelicans in the world, standing
more than 5 feet tall with a wingspan
of over 11 feet? Dalmatian Pelicans
What makes a flamingo’s feathers pink? Wild diet
How can you tell the sex of a rhinoceros hornbill?
By the eyes- males are red and females are white

Name three Zoo residents who can wrap their
tails around their bodies for warmth.
Snow leopard, red panda and ring-tailed lemur
What is the largest crocodilian?
Saltwater Crocodile (Baru is longest in this hemisphere)
What gives dart frogs
the ability to make poison
in their skin? A specific beetle
they eat in the wild. It is not fed
to them in captivity, therefore ours
are not poisonous.
What is the largest bodied snake in the world?
Anaconda with the largest ever recorded weighing
more than 400 pounds.
What are the only mammals capable of flight? Bats

In what two island nations are orangutans
found in the wild? Borneo and Sumatra
What time is orangutan bed-time
here at the Zoo? 6 p.m. sharp
Who is more vocal, male or female
gorillas? 92% of all vocalizations
come from adult males, 4% from adult
females, infants 3% and juveniles less than 1%.
What is a group of ring-tailed lemurs called?
A conspiracy
What adaptation makes swamp monkeys
good swimmers? Webbed fingers and toes

What is the host plant for Monarch
buerflies? Milk weed
What are the largest carnivorous land
mammals at between seven and
eight feet long and weighing between
900 and 1,600 pounds? Polar Bears
Name all the species of bears at the
Toledo Zoo- Kodiak, Grizzly, Polar and Sloth

What continent are pacas from?
South America

What is the leg span of Japanese giant crabs?
15 feet
Do flashlight fish have glowing eyes?
No, they have bean-shaped pockets of luminescent
bacteria underneath their eyes that helps them
navigate the limited light of the deep sea.
How many gallons of salt water are in Toledo
Zoo’s Pacific Reef Tank? 60,000

When does the Zoo start setting up for
Lights Before Christmas? August 1

True or false- bats are blind? False
What is the tallest canid in the world? Maned wolf
What is the greatest threat to
snow leopards? Humans
How long have yaks been domesticated? 3,000+ years

What is the largest bodied spider?
Bird-eating Tarantula, native to the
tropical areas of South America.
Which beetle, found on all continents
except Antarctica, uses other animals’ feces
to raise their offspring? Dung beetles

